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Abstract (300 words):
In the search of approaches and references for the new towns and city developments the question arises how to create cultural identification of the inhabitants with their new living space in times of globalization, climate change and technology revolution. The influence of the cultural patrimony in the creation of this bond has been learned from the failed idealistic utopias of Modernism which neglected the built heritage. At the same time, a closer look shows high differences of concepts because in the change of paradigm of this era, some large scale housing estates were created as “built utopia” to give an alternative to mass housing and single family houses in the suburbs. Their architectural language of raw concrete underlined the progressive and democratic approach of individual living in a dense urban community. As recent investigations point out those projects match with today’s required dense but also individual housing concepts. Thereby, it turned out that those approaches are still or again a part of today’s
attractive housing stock, not only valued by former tenants as this housing is their cultural identity, also by new tenants as housing for their living concept. By analyzing the Alexandra Road Estate in London the role of the technology approach of raw concrete in the process of transmitting the unique character and identification will be outlined. It is it becomes apparent that the significant raw concrete of the estates stands for a unique living space and progressive lifestyle. It will be argued that the raw concrete in its semantical meaning had become a signifier. Thereby, the connotation of concrete has changed, reflecting nowadays the present understanding of an ecology and urban life and not in a way of historicism of the 1960s. Understanding the unique language of raw concrete and its signification as code for the cultural identity of this living space, the patrimony could be used as valuable resource for future housing.
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